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[571 ABSTRACT 
In a strapped-down gyroscope space vehicle attitude 
control system, a method and apparatus are provided 
for gyro drift and input axis misalignment error com- 
pensation employing a sun and a star tracker and prese- 
lected vehicle calibration maneuvers. During the prese- 
lected maneuvers using the sun and a star as external 
references, the outputs of two-axis strapped-down gy- 
roscopes nominally aligned with the optical axis of the 
sun and star trackers are measured. The measured 
outputs provide gyro drift calibration, roll, pitch and 
yaw axis scale factors and values corresponding to the 
degree of nonorthogonality between the roll axis and 
the pitch and yaw gyro input axes and the nonortho- 
gonality of the roll and pitch axes relative to the yaw 
axis. With the calibration data so obtained stored in a 
special purpose digital computer, the vehicle is then 
rolled and yawed through precomputed angles as modi- 
fied by the calibration data to acquire a target without 
further recourse to external references. 

20 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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1 
stored and, together with the roll and yaw gyro output 
values, used to modify the outputs of the gyroscopes for 
subsequent acquisition of any arbitrary target indepen- 
dent of external references. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The above and other objects, features and advan- 

tages of the invention will be apparent in the following 
detailed description of the accompanying drawings in 

ALLiSKY POINTING A ” U D E  CONTROL 
SYSTEM 

ORIGIN 5 
The invention described herein was made by employ- 

ees of the United States Government and may be man- 
ufactured and used by Or for the Government fop gov- 
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royal- 
ties thereon or therefor. lo which 

FIG. 1 is a partially broken away perspective view of 
an instrument vehicle incorporating the attitude con- 
trol system of the present invention. 

FIGS. 2, 2A and 2B comprise a block diagram of the 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to space vehicle atti- 

tude control systems for precisely pointing the sensitive 

space in general and, in particular, to an attitude con- 
trol system employing strapped-down gyroscopes, a sun 
and star tracker, and a method and error correction 
apparatus for compensating for gyro drift, integrator 
drift, scale factor error, gyro input axis triad non-ortho- 20 
gondity, and gyro input and axis-optical axis 
ment. 

A number of systems have been employed in the past 
to perfom this function. They are of three basic types 

Of scientific insrruments at any target in l5 control electronics and computer ofthe system of FIG. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Refemng to FIG. 1, there is illustrated, in accor- 

dance with the present invention, an instrument-bear- 
ing space vehicle 100 having three axes represented by 
arrows designated roll, pitch and yaw. Vehicle 100 is 
provided at one end with a pair of experiment-viewing 

us& either star-tmckers to identify and lock-on to 25 ports 1027 103 for use by optical ~trI.IlIlents (not 
at or near a target, gyroscopes with (or shown) mounted in the interior of the vehicle. It is to be 

without) accelerometers on a stabiiied platform to understood, however, that any number of viewing ports 
provideIan inertial reference from which the target may may be used and that the location of the PO- in the 
be,l=ted, or a combjnation of gyroscopes and star- walls of the vehicle depends entirely on the vehicle 
trackers wherein the gyros stabjkze the vehicle and 30 instrumentation and the nature of the experiments to 
provide coarse pointing guidance while the star-tracker be performed and that other types of instruments re- 
holds the vehicle on target. A programmable (general quiring vehicle attitude control may be included in the 
purpose) digital computer is usually required for the vehicle instrumentation. 
first two types of these systems. Coaxial with the roll axis and intermediate ports 103 

The prior known systems, however, suffer from ei- 35 and 102, there is provided a conventional sun-sensor 
ther being overly complex (hence, expensive and unre- 104. A conventional star-tracker 105 is positioned 
liable) or lacking the accuracy and precision demanded adjacent sensor 104. Star-tracker 105 is preferably, 
by experimenters, or both. though not necessarily, orientated to have its optical 

null axis substantially normal to the optical null axis of 
40 the sun-sensor for providing maximum angular resolu- SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In view Of the foregoing, a PMCiPd object Of the tion. Considering the sun-semr 104 and sm-tracker 
present invention is an attitude Control System employ- 105 to mounted on the front end of the vehicle and 

tracker, antrO1 electronics and a small, special Pur- nates, there is provided aft ofthe front end and project- 

plicity of mechanization, higher reliability, lower cost, control jets 106 and 107. Jets 106 and 107 and others 
improved performance and versatility. (not shown) are used to maneuver the vehicle 100 

The ~ m c o m  are fixed (“stmpped-down”) to the through selected roll, pitch and yaw attitude changes as 
vehicle with their input axes nominally aligned with the hereinafter described. 
sun and star-tracker optical axes. The vehicle, using the 50 hterior of vehicle there is provided at its aft end 

a control jet gas tank 108 for use by jets 106 and 107. sun and a star, such as Canopus, as a reference, is 
caused to execute a series of calibration maneuvers Forward of tank 108 and mounted to a 
(rolling, then yawing through 360O) which involves 
combining optical and gyro outputs to minimize the 

there is provided three two-axis strappeddown gyro- 

tively, the roll, pitch and yaw gyros of the attitude scribed error sources. 
upan solar mukition after launch vehicle ejection, control system of the present invention. The gyro- 

acquire canOpus. me the vehicle the sun- their input axes aligned with respect to a second set of 
star reference, gyro and integrator drift calibration 60 OrthOgOnd coordinates though nominally in alignment 
figures are obtained and stored. Thereafter, the vehicle with the Sun and star-wker Optical axes- Also 
is caused execute a series of roll and yaw maneuvers mounted to bulkhead 109 are a control electronics 
during which roll and yaw gyro output values are com- module 110 and a m d l ,  special Purpose corn- 
pared with the true roll and yaw angles and values puter 111. 
corresponding to the degree of nonorthogonality be- 65 The gyros 1,2 and 3 sense angular motion of vehicle 
tween roll axis and the pitch and yaw gyro input 100 and output signal information to the control elec- 
axes and the nonorthogonality of the roll and pitch axes tronics module 110 and computer 11 1 which processes 
relative to the yaw axis is determined. These values are the signal information for positioning the vehicle. 

& twO-axis rate g r o s c o p *  a sun-tracker, a star- aligned with respect to a first set of orthogonal mrd i -  

s&- 45 ing from the wall of vehicle 100, a plurality of cold gas digital ~ P u ~ r  which is &lEXterked 

effects on pointing accuracy of the previously de- 55 scopes 1, 2 and 3. GYrOscoPes 1 7  2 and 3 Ne, respec- 

the instrument vehicle is rolled around the sun h e  to scopes are fixed ( s ~ a P @ d o ~ )  to the vehicle with 
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Referring to FIG. 2, gyros 1, 2 and 3, control elec- Control signals processed by CPU 22 are fed to the 
tronics module 110 and computer 11 1 comprise a roll, yaw channel via a contact 128 in switch S8 coupled to 
a pitch and a yaw channel. the input of a yaw storage register 27. The output of 

In the roll channel there is provided roll gyro 1. The register 27 is coupled to a yaw digital-to-analog con- 
output of roll gyro 1 is coupled to an input of a three 5 verter 30. The output of converter 30 is coupled to a 
input summing amplifier 4. The output of amplifier 4 is third input of three-input amplifier 33 through a switch 
coupled to a roll voltage-to-frequency converter 8 and, SI 1. Signals from amplifier 33 are coupled to a yaw gas 
by means of a switch SI8 and a line 130, to an input of jet 41 through a yaw pulse width pulse frequency mod- 
a three input amplifier 31. The output of converter 8 is ulator 36. As in the roll channel, there is further pro- 
coupled to a roll up/down counter 14 and through a 10 vided a yaw rate command module 128 coupled to 
switch S14 to a roll d& up/down counter 13. The amplier 6 through a switch S17. Switches S17 and S19 
output of converter 13 is coupled to a roll drift digital- are mechanically coupled. When switches S17 and S19 
to-analog converter 7. The output of converter 7 is are closed, the vehicle is yawed at a rate of 1.5 de- 
coupled to a second one of the inputs of amplifier 4 greeshecond. 
through a switch S1. Coupled to a third of the inputs of 15 Sun-sensor 104 and star-tracker 105 are also coupled 
amplifier 4 via a switch Sl6 is a rate command module to amplifiers 31,32 and 33 for providing vehicle roll, 
120. Switches S16 and S18 are mechanically coupled. pitch and yaw stabilization signals to jets 39,40 and 41 
When switches S16 and S18 are closed, module 120 in response to internally conventionally generated 
will output a signal which commands a roll rate of 1.5 pitch and yaw optical error signals. The yaw axis output 
degreeshecond. The output of counter 14 is coupled to *O of star-tracker 105 is coupled to an input of amplifier 
a contact 121 of a single pole, three position switch S7 31 in the roll channel via a switch S12 and its pitch axis 
having a selector 122 which is coupled to a central output is coupled to an input of amplifier 32 in the 
processing unit (CPU) 22 in computer 111. pitch channel via a switch S13. A pitch axis output of 

Processed control signals from CPU 22 of computer sun-sensor 104 is coupled to an input of amplifier 32 
111 are fed into the roll channel via selector 123 of a 25 through a switch S14, and a yaw axis output of sun-sen- 
single pole, three position switch SS. The input of a roll sor 104 is coupled to an input of amplifier 33 in the 
storage register 25 is coupled to a contact 124 of switch pitch channel via a switch S11. 
SS. The output of register 25 is coupled to a second Computer 111, which receives input control signals 
input of amplifier 31 through a roll digital-to-analog from the roll, pitch and yaw channels through switch S7 
converter 28 and a switch S9. The output of amplifier 30 and provides processed control signals to the roll, pitch 
31 is coupled to a roll gas jet 39 through a pulse width and yaw channels via switch S8, comprises, in addition 
pulse frequency valve modulator 34. Jet 39 corre- to the conventional CPU 22, which includes means for 
sponds to one of jets 106 and 107 in HG. 1. addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, a 

The pitch channel comprises the pitch gyro 2. The 35 calibration sequencer 19, a master sequencer 20, a 
output of gyro 2 is coupled to a two-input summing computer sequencer 21, a computed word register 23 
amplifier 5. The output of amplifier 5 is coupled to a and a programmed word register 24. Master sequencer 
pitch voltage-to-frequency converter 10. The output of 20 is coupled to intermediate calibration and computer 
converter 10 is coupled to a pitch up/down counter 16 sequencers 19 and 21 and to sun-sensor 104 and star- 
and through a switch S5 to a pitch drift up/down 4o tracker 105 and serves to control the operation of the 
counter 15. Counter 15 is coupled to the second input calibration and computer sequencers 19 and 21 and the 
of amplifier 5 through a switch S2 and a pitch drift switching of switches S1s6 and SM15 in response to 
digital-to-analog converter 9. For providing signal in- yaw and pitch axis error signals from sun-sensor 104 
formation to computer P 11, the output of counter 16 is and star-tracker 105. Computer sequencer 21 is me- 
coupled to CPU 22 through a contact 125 of switch S7. 45 chanically coupled, as illustrated by a dashed line 132, 

Pitch control signals processed by computer 111 are to switches S7 and S8 and serves to sequence switches 
fed into the pitch channel to a pitch storage register 26 S7 and S8 in response to the master sequencer 20 cou- 
coupled to CPU 22 by way of a contact 126 in switch pled to its input. An output of computer sequencer 21 
SS. The output of register 26 is coupled to a pitch is also coupled to CPU 22, computed word register 23 
digital-to-analog converter 29. The output of converter 50 and programmed word register 24. An output of regis- 
29 is coupled to a second input of the three-input am- ters 23 and 24 is coupled to the CPU 22 as is the output 
plifier 32 by means of a switch S10. The output of of calibration sequencer 19. An ouput of the CPU 22 is 
amplifier 32 is coupled to a pitch gas jet 40 through a also coupled to an input of the computed word register 
pitch pulse width pulse frequency valve modulator 35. 23. 
Jet 40 corresponds to one of the jets 106 and 107 55 The details of the construction and operation of the 
shown in FIG. 1. star-tracker 105 and sun-sensor 104 are omitted, as 

The yaw channel comprises the yaw gyro 3. Gyro 3 is both are conventional apparatus. Similarly the details 
coupled to an input of a three-input summing amplifier of calibration sequencer 19, master sequencer 20, com- 
6. The output of amplifier 6 is coupled to a yaw volt- puter sequencer 21 and CPU 22 are omitted as each 
age-to-frequency converter 12 and, by means of a 60 employs only typical computer logic and switching 
switch S19 and a line 131, to an input of a three-input networks in a conventional manner to control and exe- 
amplifier 33. The output of converter 12 is coupled to cute the functional operations of the system as herein- 
a yaw up/down counter 18 and through a switch S6 to after described. 
a yaw drift up/down counter 17. The output of counter The operation of the all sky pointing attitude control 
17 is coupled to a second input of amplifier 6 via a yaw 65 system of the present invention comprises six modes of 
drift digital-to-analog converter 11 and a switch S3. operation which commence upon ejection of the instru- 
Converter 18 furnishes signal information to CPU 22 in ment vehicle 100 from a space-shuttle or other launch 
computer 11 1 via a contact 127 in switch S7. vehicle. 
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In Mode 1, Sun Orientation, the control system uti- 
Yizes a standard solar pointing Aerobee rocket control 
system, the details of which are therefore omitted, to 
locate Ehe sun and align the vehicle roll axis (as defined 
by the optical null axis of the sun-sensor 104) within 50 
are-seconds of the radiometric center of the sun. When 

indicates to the master sequencer 
20 in a conventjonal manner that the pitch and yaw 
signals are less than 50 arc-seconds for a period of 10 
seconds, switches S14 and S15 are closed to provide 
yaw and pitch stabilization, and Mode 2 is commenced. 
In Mode 2, Stellar Acquisition, a predetermined star, 

preferably as close to ninety degrees from the sun as 
possible, such as Canopus, is acquired. The master 
sequencer 20 closes switches S16 and S18 at the output 
of the rate camand module 120 in the roll channel to 
camand the vehicle 100 to roll about the vehicle-sun 
line established during Node 1 at 1.5 degreeslsecond. 
During this roll maneuver, with switches S14 and S15 
dosed, the sun-sensor 1104 provides pitch and yaw sta- 
bilktion while the yaw axis output of the star-tracker 
is monitored by the master sequencer 20. The roll ma- 
newer is continued until the star-tracker, set to detect 
a preselected star, such as Canopus, indicates a yaw 
error of 7200 arc-seconds (2 degrees). The master 
sequencer 28 then opens switches S16 and S18 and 
closes switch SI2 at the output of the star-tracker so 
that an error signal proportional to the angle between 
&e star-tracker optical null axis and the vehicle-star 
?me is generated. The vehicle thus becomes locked-on 
to both the sun and the star and now has an inertial 
reference. When the yaw error signal from the star- 
tracker m d  the yaw and pitch error signals from the 
sun-sensor have been less than 50 arc-seconds for a 
period of 10 seconds, Mode 3 is Commenced. 

In Mode 3, Gyro Wift Calibration, gyro drift is ob- 
sewed for a predetermined interval while sun and star 
pointing attitudes, established in Modes 1 and 2, are 
mairi*dned utilizing them as optical references. The 
maser sequencer closes switches S4, S5 and S6 so that 
the pulses coming from the voltage-to-frequency con- 
verters $, 9 and 10 will be counted by the roll, pitch and 
yaw dhife up/down counters 13,15 and 17 for a prede- 
termined interval, such as, for example, 40 seconds. In 
this way, the net drift of the roll, pitch and yaw gyros 1, 
2 and 3 over said specified period of time will be con- 
verted from a slowly fluctuating voltage at the summing 
mpMers 49 5 and 6 to digital numbers stored in binary 
code in the drift up/down counters 13, 15 and 17. At 
the end of the predetermined interval, the master se- 
quencer opens switches S4, S5 and S6 and closes 
switches SI, S2 and S3. Upon closure of switches S1, 
$2 and S3, which couple digital-to-analog converters 7, 
9 and B fl to summing amplifiers 4,s and 6, respectively, 
the three drift va!ues stored in counters 13, 15 and 17 
we converted to appropriately scaled analog voltages 
m d  substracted from the gyro outputs at the summing 
amplifiers. If, at ?.his time, the optical error signals in all 
three axes have remained less than 50 arc-seconds for 
at least 10 seconds, Mode 4 will also be initiated. 

In Mode 4, Roll Axis Calibration, a roll axis scale 
factor is generated and an orthogonality calibration 
value determined. Switches S16 and SI8 are closed by 
the master sequencer causing the vehicle to roll about 
the vehicle-sun line established during Mode 1 at 1.5 
degreeslsecond until the star-tracker yaw error signal is 
less than 7200 arc-seconds with respect to the selected 
star Canopus as in Mode 2. When the desired yaw error 
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6 
signal is achieved, switch S12 is closed and switches 
S16 and S18 are opened to allow the vehicle to stabilize 
using the star image as a reference. 

In contrast to the system opration in Mode 2, how- 
ever, the star-tracker yaw error signal is not monitored 
by the master sequencer until 10 seconds after start of 
the roll maneuver. This precludes locking-on to the star 
without a full revolution of the vehicle. 

During the roll calibration maneuver, the roll gyro 
output is compared with the true roll angle (360') 
measured by sensing Canopus. Simultaneously, the 
pitch and yaw gyro outputs are measured to determine 
the values corresponding to the degree of nonortho- 
gonality between the roll axis and the pitch and yaw 
gyro input axes. 

To perform the necessary computations, the com- 
puter sequencer 21 sequences switch S7 whereby the 
central processing unit (CPU) 22 sequentially samples 
the output of the roll, pitch and yaw upldown counters 
14, 16 and 18. The calibration sequencer 19 in re- 
sponse to the master sequencer directs the CPU 22 to 
process the data to provide roll scale factor, roll-into- 
pitch and roll-into-yaw cross coupling factors and store 
these numbers in the computed word register 23 for 
later use. Provided that all optical error signals have 
remained below 50 arc-seconds for a ten-second inter- 
val, the master sequencer 20 commences Mode 5 oper- 
ation at the completion of the Mode 4 computations. 

In Mode 5, Yaw Axis Calibration, the vehicle is 
yawed 360' and reacquires the sun and Canopus in a 
manner similar to Modes 1 and 2. Calculations identi- 
cal to those of Mode 4 are made for yaw axis scale 
factor error and nonorthogonality of the roll and pitch 
axes relative to the yaw axis. 

In order to revolve about the yaw axis and still retain 
optical pitch and roll attitude information, the vehicle 
is maneuvered about its pitch axis until the star-tracker 
pitch error signal is zeroed. This is accomplished by the 
master sequencer 20 when the master sequencer 20 
closes switch SI3 and opens switch S14 on the output 
of the sun and star-tracker 104 and 105, respectively. 
After 10 seconds, if the star-tracker 105 pitch error 
signal remains below 50 arc-seconds, the master se- 
quencer 20 opens switch S15 and closes switches S17 

45 and SI9 to command the vehicle to yaw about the 
vehicle-star line at a rate of 1.5 degreedsecond. In a 
manner identical to that in Mode 4, but using the sun- 
sensor 104, the vehicle 100 monitors the sun-sensor 
105 yaw error signal (and binary sun presence indica- 

50 tion, as in all sun acquisition maneuvers), and opens 
switches S17 and S19 and closes switch S15 to reac- 
quire the sun when they yaw error signal from the sun- 
sensor 104 drops below 7200 arc-seconds. When 10 
seconds of less than 50 arc-seconds of optical error on 

55 all three axes have elapsed, the original state of the 
pitch orientation at the beginning of Mode 5 is re- 
established by a closure of switch S14 and an opening 
of switch S13 on the outputs of the sun and star-tracker 
104 and 105, respectively, under the control of master 

When the vehicle has returned to the orientation it 
had at the beginning of Mode 5 and the optical error 
signals in all three axes have remained less than 50 
arc-seconds for at least 10 seconds, the master se- 

65 quencer 20 activates the computer and calibration 
sequencers 20 and 19, respectively. As in Mode 4, but 
with respect to yaw, the computer sequencer 21 se- 
quences switch S7 to sample the contents of the roll, 

60 sequencer 20. 
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pitch and yaw upldown counters 14, 16 and 18, while 
the calibration sequencer 19 controls the computation 
in the CPU 22 of the yaw scale factor, yaw-into-pitch 
and yaw-into-roll cross coupling factors and stores 
these factors in the computed word register 23. Upon 
completion of the Mode 5 computations, Mode 6 is 
initiated. 

Mode 6, Target Acquisition, is in two parts: a roll 
maneuver, Modes 6-1, and a yaw maneuver, Mode 6-2. 

In Mode 6-1, Target Acquisition Roll Maneuver, the 
master sequencer 20 closes switch S16 and opens 
switch S12 to command the vehicle 1M to roll at a rate 
of 1.5 degreedsecond through a target angle calculated 
from a predetermined roll target angle prestored in the 
programmed word register 24. During the roll maneu- 
ver with switches S14 and S15 closed, the pitch and 
yaw axes are stabilized by signals from the sun-sensor 
104. The computer sequencer 21 sequences switch S7 
to sample the data in the roll up/down counter 14 and 
controls the computation of a corrected roll signal and 
the derivation of a roll position error signal. The cor- 
rected roll signal is derived by multiplying the roll scale 
factor stored in the computed word register 23 in Mode 
4 by the number, at each sample, in the roll up/down 
counter 14. The derivation of the roll position error 
signal, a function of the roll gyro output, is obtained by 
subtracting the corrected roll signal (a digital number) 
from the predetermined roll target angle (another digi- 
tal number) prestored in the programmed word register 
24. When the roll position error signal is less than 7200 
arc-seconds, the master sequencer 20 opens switch S16 
and 518 and closes switch S9 at the output of the roll 
digital-to-analog converter 28. The roll position error 
signal is transferred from the CPU 22 to the roll storage 
register 25. The roll digital-to-analog converter 28 
converts the contents of the roll storage register 25 to 
an analog voltage and applies the analog voltage to the 
input of the roll pulse width pulse frequency value 
modulator 34 through the amplifier 31 which drives the 
roll gas jets 39 to roll the vehicle through the computed 
roll target angle. 

During Mode 6-1, the CPU 22 computes roll-into- 
yaw and roll-into-pitch correction factors which are 
arrived at by multiplying the corrected roll signal by the 
roll-into-yaw and roll-into-pitch cross coupling factors 
computed during Mode 4 for each sampling of the 
contents of the roll up/down counter 14. When the 
optical error signals in all three axes have remained less 
than 50 arc-seconds for at least a ten-second duration, 
the master sequencer 20 resets the yaw and pitch upl- 
down counters 116 and 18 with the negative of the most 
recent value of the appropriate cross coupling correc- 
tion factor. This insures that the pitch and yaw axes 
have the correct initial conditions at the start of the 
yaw target acquisition maneuver. 

In Mode 6-2, Target Acquisition yaw Maneuver, at 
the completion of the loading of the pitch and yaw 
up/down counters 16 and 18, the master sequencer 20 
closes switches S17 and S19, and switch S10, and opens 
switch S14 and switch S15. The vehicle 100 is then 
completely stabilized by reference to the three rate 
gyros, and is rotating about its yaw axis at 1.5 degreesl- 
second. 

8 
error signals for the Mode 6-2 maneuver are computed 
in a series of steps as follows: 

a. The four cross-coupling correction factors, roll- 
into-yaw, roll-into-pitch, yaw-into-roll and yaw-into- 

5 pitch, are obtained by multiplying the most recent 
value of the corrected yaw and roll angles (digital num- 
bers) by the appropriate previously computed cross 
coupling factors stored during Modes 4 and 5. 

b. An intermediate value of corrected pitch, yaw and 
10 roll angles is found by substracting the cross coupling 

correction factor determined in the previous step from 
the contents of the upldown counter corresponding to 
a particular axis - i.e., an intermediate pitch number 
would be obtained by subtracting the yaw-into-pitch 

15 and roll-into-pitch cross coupling correction factors 
from the number found in the pitch up/down counter. 

c. New corrected roll and yaw angles are determined 
by multiplying the intermediate value found in the 
previous step by the respective scale factor determined 

d. Roll and yaw error signals are produced by sub- 
tracting the corrected roll and yaw angles from the 
numbers prestored in the programmed word register 
24. 

Since the pitch axis always remains at a null, there is 
no necessity to compute cross coupling correction fac- 
tors such as pitch-into-roll, or multiply the intermediate 
value of the corrected pitch angle by a scale factor. The 
error signal transferred to the pitch storage register 26 
is the intermediate pitch angle number computed 
above. 

The yawing motion is braked when the yaw error 
signal drops below 7200 arc-seconds. 

When this occurs, the master sequencer 20 monitor- 
35 ing the yaw error signal opens switches S17 and S19 

and closes switch S11 to allow the yaw angle to be 
driven to the preselected value. Mode 6-2 is terminated 
when the error signals in all three axes remains below 

40 50 arc-seconds for a ten-second period. The master 
sequencer may be programmed to hold at the target for 
any desired length of time, recycled through the six 
modes, or move to a new target by utilizing a new set of 
programmed roll and yaw members. 

2o and stored during Modes 4 and 5. 

*’ 

30 . 

45 What is claimed is: 
1. In a space vehicle, an attitude control system com- 

a sunsensor and a startracker, each having an optical 
axis, said axes being orthogonally disposed and 
forming a first set of orthogonal coordinates; 

a plurality of strapped-down gyroscopes, each having 
an input axis, said axes being orthogonally disposed 
and forming a second set of orthogonal coordi- 
nates; 

a first means responsive to an output of said gyro- 
scopes for determining the drift of each of said 
gyroscopes; 

a second means for determining the degree of mis- 
alignment between said first and said second set of 

a means responsive to said first and said second 
means for pointing said vehicle at a predetermined 
target. 

2. In a space vehicle having a roll, pitch and yaw axis, 

prising: 

50 

55 

60 orthogonal coordinates; and 

During Mode 6-2, the computer sequencer 21 is 65 an attitude control system comprising: 
cycling switch S7 and switch S8 synchronously so that 
the roll, pitch and yaw data is obtained from, computed 
for, and directed to each axis sequentially. Corrected 

a plurality of strapped-down gyroscopes, said gyro- 
scopes being fixed to said vehicle with at least two 
input axes nomiially orientated orthogonally and 
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nomhally aligned with at least two of said vehicle a means for selectively causing said vehicle to exe- 
axes; cute a pitching maneuver about its pitch axis until 

a first means for determining the drift of each of said an error signal from said star-tracker is nulled; 
gyroscopes; a means responsive to said error signal for selectively 

a second means for determining the degree of no- 5 yawing said vehicle about said vehicle-star refer- 
northogonality between said gyroscope input axes; ence l i e  until said sun-sensor reacquires the sun; 

a third means for determining the degree of misalign- and 
ment between said gyroscope input axes and said a means for returning said vehicle to its attitude prior 
vehicle axes; and to said pitching maneuver. 

a foul;th means responsive to said second and said IO 10. In a space vehicle carrying scientific instruments, 
third means for pointing said vehicle at a prese- including a sun sensor and a star tracker with their 
lected target, respective optical axes aligned with respect to a first set 

3. An attitude control system according to claim 2 of orthogonal coordinates and a plurality of strapped- 
down gyroscopes with their respective input axes 

a computing means, said computing means including 15 aligned with respect to a second set of nominally or- 
thogonal Coordinates, an attitude system comprising: 

fmt means for measuring the drift of each of said 
gyroscopes; 

a second means for measuring the degree of misalign- 
ment between said first and second set of orthogo- 
nal coordinates; 

a third means for measuring the degree of nonortho- 
gonality between the axes of said second set of 
nominally orthogonal coordinates; and 

a means responsive to said first, and second, and said 
thud means for providing compensated signals 
corresponding to said drift, misalignment and said 
nonorthogonality for maneuvering said vehicle to 
point said scientific instruments at a predetermined 

5. In a space vehicle having a roll, a pitch and a yaw 30 target. 
11. An attitude control system according to claim 10 

a plurality of strapped-down gyroscopes, and gyro- wherein said first means for measuring drift of each of 
scopes being fixed to said vehicle with at least two said gyroscopes includes a means for positioning and 
nominally orthogonal input axes nominally aligned maintaining said vehicle in a predetermined attitude for 
with at least two of said vehicle axes; 35 a predetermined period of time and said second means 

a means for measuring the drift of said gyroscopes, for measuring a misalignment between said first and 
the degree of nonorthogonality between said gyro- said second set of orthogonal coordinates and said third 
scope input axes, and the degree of misalignment means for measuring said nonorthogonality between 
between said gyroscope input axes and said vehicle axes of the second set of nominally orthogonal coordi- 
axes; 40 nates include means for selectively maneuvering said 

a means responsive to said measuring means for gen- vehicle through preselected attitude changes. 
erating compensating attitude control signals as a 12. An attitude control system according to claim 11 
function of said drift, said nonorthogonality and wherein said means for selectively maneuvering said 
said misalignment; and means responsive to said vehicle through preselected attitude changes comprises 
generating means for pointing said vehicle at a 45 a means for rolling said vehicle about its roll axis 
preselected target. through a preselected angle while maintaining said 

vehicle in a predetermined pitch and yaw attitude and 
a means for yawing said vehicle about its yaw axis 
through a preselected angle while maintaining said 

13. An attitude control system according to claim 12 
means for rolling said vehicle through a predeter- wherein said plurality of gyroscopes comprise a roll, a 

pitch and a yaw gyroscope and said second means for 
means for yawing said vehicle through a predeter- measuring said nonorthogonality includes a means for 

55 measuring the pitch and yaw gyroscope outputs with 
7. A system according to claim 6 wherein said posi- respect to said roll attitude change and means for inter- 

tioning and maintaining means, said rolling means and preting said outputs as the degree of nonorthogonality 
said1 yawing means comprise a sun-sensor and a star- between the roll axis of said vehicle and the pitch and 
tracker, said sun-sensor including means for establish- yaw input axes of said gyroscopes when said vehicle is 
ing a vehicle-sum reference l i e  and said star-tracker 60 rolled through said preselected angle; and a means for 
serving to establish a vehicle-star reference line. measuring the pitch and roll gyroscope output with 

8.1 A system according to claim 7 wherein said rolling respect to said yaw attitude change and means for in- 
means includes means for selectively rolling said vehi- terpreting said outputs as the degree of nonorthogonal- 
cle about said vehicle-sun reference line until said star- ity between the yaw axis of said vehicle and the roll and 
tracker reacquires a previously acquired predeter- 65 pitch input axes of said gyroscopes when said vehicle is 
mined star. yawed through said preselected angle. 

14. An attitude control system according to claim 13 
means comprises: further comprising a sun-tracker and a star-tracker and 

wherein said second and said third means comprise: 

a data storage means for storing data correspond- 
h g  ,to a set of coordinates of a preselected target; 

a means for sampliing the output signals of said gyro- 
scopes during preselected attitude changes of said 
vehicle; and 

a means responsive to said sampling means and said 
preselected target coordinates for generating vehi- 
cle roll, pitch and yaw attitude control signals. 

4. An attitude control system according to claim 3 
wherein said means responsive to said second and said 25 
third means for pointing said vehicle at a preselected 
target comprises data storage means for receiving said 
vehicle attitude control data and gas jet positioners 
coupled thereto. 

axis, an attitude control system comprising: 

20 

6. A system according to claim 5 wherein said mea- 

a means for positioning and maintainiig said vehicle 
suring means comprises: 

in a predetermined attitude for a predetermined 50 vehicle in a predetermined roll and pitch attitude. 
interval of time; 

mined angle; and 

mined angle. 

92 A system according to claim 7 wherein said yawing 
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wherein said means for positioning and maintaining 
said vehicle in said first predetermined attitude com- 
prises a means using said suntracker to acquire the sun 
for establishing a sun reference line and a means using 
said star-tracker for rolling said vehicle about said sun 
reference line to acquire a predetermined star for es- 
tablishing a star reference line. 

15. An attitude control system to claim 14 wherein 
said means for changing said roll attitude through a 
preselected angle comprises means for rolling said ve- 
hicle about said sun reference line through an angle of 
360" and reacquiring said predetermined star on com- 
pletion of said roll attitude change and said means for 
changing the yaw attitude of said vehicle through said 
preselected angle comprises means for yawing said 
vehicle through 360' and reacquiring said sun and said 
predetermined star on completion of said yaw attitude 
change. 

16. An attitude control system according to claim 10 
wherein each of said plurality of strapped-down gyro- 
scopes includes an input axis and said vehicle aligning 
means includes a sun Sensor and a star tracker each 
including an optical axis, said input axes of said gyro- 
scopes being nominally aligned with corresponding 
axes of said sun sensor and star tracker, and further 
comprising a means for selectively rolling and yawing 
said vehicle through predetermined angles for comput- 
ing and storing a plurality of values corresponding to 
gyro roll and yaw scaling factors between said gyro- 
scope input axes and said sun sensor and star tracker 
optical axes and a plurality of values corresponding to 
roll-into-pitch, roll-into-yaw, yaw-into-pitch, and yaw- 
into-roll cross coupling factors. 

17. In a space vehicle, an attitude control system 
comprising: 

a sun-sensor; 
a star-tracker; 
a plurality of strapped-down gyroscopes with their 

respective roll, pitch, and yaw input axes nominally 
aligned with the corresponding optical axes of said 
sun-sensor and said star-tracker; 

a first means for measuring the drift of said gyro- 
scopes over a predetermined time interval; 

a second means for measuring the degree of misalign- 
ment between said input axes of said gyroscopes 
and said corresponding optical axes of said sun- 
sensor and said star-tracker for providing error 
signals to compensate for said drift and said mis- 
alignment; and 

a third means responsive to said fist and said second 
means for calculating corrected target angles for 
maneuvering said vehicle to a predetermined atti- 
tude with respect to a preselected target. 

18. In a space vehicle, an attitude control system 

a means having a first and a second optical axis for 
aligning said vehicle with respect to the sun and a 
predetermined star; 

a means for maintaining said vehicle in a predeter- 
mined attitude with respect to said sun and said star 
for a predetermined interval of time; 

a plurality of strapped-down gyroscopes having their 
respective input axes nominally aligned with said 
first and said second optical axes; 

a means for measuring and storing a value corre- 
sponding to the drift of said gyroscopes during said 
predetermined interval of time; 

comprising: 

a means responsive to said drift value for providing a 
gyro output signal compensated by said drift value; 
and 

a means for selectively rolling and yawing said vehi- 
cle through a preselected angle about its roll and 
yaw axes for generating a gyro roll and yaw scale 
factor, a value corresponding to the degree of no- 
northogonality between the roll axis of said vehicle 
and the pitch and yaw gyro input axes of said gyro- 
scopes and a value corresponding to the degree of 
nonorthogonality between the yaw axis of said 
vehicle and the roll and pitch input axes of said 
gyroscopes. 

19. In a space vehicle, an attitude control system 

a plurality of strapped-down gyroscopes; 
a means for aligning said vehicle with respect to the 

sun and a predetermined star thereby establishing a 
vehicle-sun reference line and a vehicle-star refer- 

a means for maintaining said vehicle in a predeter- 
mined attitude with respect to said sun and said star 
for a predetermined interval of time; 

a means for measuring the output of said gyroscopes 
over said predetermined interval of time for gener- 
ating a gyro drift error signal for each of said gyro- 
scopes; 

a means responsive to the output of said gyroscopes 
and said measuring means for generating a drift 
compensated output signal from each of said gyro- 
scopes; 

said drift error signal and said drift compensated 
output signal generating means comprising: 

a summing amplifier coupled to the output of each of 

a voltage-to-frequency converter coupled to the out- 
put of said summing amplier, 

a drift upldown counter, 
a drift digital-to-analog converter coupled to the 

output of said drift upldown counter, 
switch means for selectively coupling said drift up/- 

down counter to said voltage-to-frequency 
counter, and 

switch means for selectively coupling said drift digi- 
tal-to-analog counter to an input of said summing 
amplifier. 

20. A method of acquiring a preselected target in- 
cluding compensating for gyro drift, gyro input axes 
nonorthogonality and gyro input axes-vehicle roll, 

50 pitch and yaw axis misalignment in a space vehicle 
attitude control system using a plurality of strapped- 
down gyros comprising the steps of: 

maintaining said vehicle in a predetermined attitude 
for a predetermined time interval; 

monitoring the outputs of said gyros and storing a 
value corresponding to the drift of each of said 
gyros during said time interval for use in providing 
drift compensated gyro output signals during sub- 
sequent vehicle attitude changes in a first subse- 

selectively rolling and yawing said vehicle through 
preselected angles in said first subsequent time 
interval; 

selectively monitoring said drift compensated gyro 
output signals during said rolling and said yawing in 
said first subsequent time interval; 

computing and storing roll and yaw scale factors, 
roll-into-pitch, roll-into-yaw, yaw-into-pitch and 

5 

I O  

15 comprising: 

20 ence line; 

25 

30 

35 said gyroscopes, 

40 

45 

55 

60 quent time interval; 

65 
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yaw-into roll cross coupling factors as a function of 
said drift compensated gyro output signals and said 
preselected angles; 

selectively rolling and yawing said vehicle in a second 
subsequent time interval; 

selectively monitoring said drift compensated gyro 
output signals during said rolling and yawing in said 
second subsequent time interval; 

5 
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65 

14 
computing and storing a roll, pitch and yaw error 

position signal as a function of a prestored target 
angle, said drift compensated gyro output signals, 
said scale, factors and said cross coupling factors; 
and 

driving said vehicle through an attitude change corre- 
sponding to the magnitude of said roll, pitch and 
yaw error position signals. * * * * *  


